
Click here to view your 
projects...

This guide includes:
- Navigating the interface
- Creating a project
- Adding and deleting objects
- Entering data
- Help and validation features
- Running the calculation
- Output files
- Managing projects
- Sharing projects

A quick tour of Manx SAP



Careful! This 
button will 
delete a 
project

Want another project? 
Create new projects 
on this page

To open a project, simply 
click on it’s name to view 
the details

The current folder you 
are looking at 
(more on folders later)

My Projects



…or here to copy a 
project you already 
have

Click here to create 
a project from 
scratch…

Remember to select 
which folder you want

New Project

When prompted, give 
your new project a name



To import one of the 
example projects use 
the buttons in this 
pane

Remember to select 
which folder you want to 
put it in first

Import Project

You can also import 
example projects…



…click on any 
object to view 
the details

A project always opens with 
the general information first

Related inputs are 
grouped into sections

Good to know: Manx SAP is dynamic! It will 
save all your inputs as you define them
(no need to click save!)

You enter all 
the project 
details in the 
boxes 

This box shows 
you everything 
currently in 
your project…

Current Project



Adding objects
Use these tabs if you want 
to add new objects

Use the buttons to add objects to 
your project (you will be prompted 
to give each object a name)

If an object cannot be 
added, then the Add 
button will be disabled 

Remember! Use this box 
to navigate to objects 
already in your project

Note: some essential objects 
will always be added when you 
first create a project



You can add similar 
objects to the one 
you are viewing…

Child objects can 
also be added from 
the parent page

...Or delete the 
current object

Add and delete objects

This shows you all the 
grouping and levels of 
current objects

Note: your navigation 
tree will instantly 
update as you add 
and delete objects

You can select another 
object instance to view 
from this list 



Inputs that are invalid will 
flag an error message 
(these values will not be 
saved)

Questions which are not 
applicable may be disabled

Inputs with only one 
option are displayed 
in grey

For each question, enter data 
or select an option from the 
list, as you do the rest of the 
page will update to what is 
applicable

Enter data

Tip: It is recommended that 
questions are answered in the 
order they appear on each page

In this box you will 
see the key 
calculation results, it 
will be update every 
time you enter data



For more information on a 
question hover over the i 
symbol to read the help text 
box

Input fields with a blue 
border mean they are 
required for you to run 
the calculation

Additional help also 
appears in these links

Help with inputs

If the current data 
prevents the 
calculation then you 
will be referred to 
the results page to 
check your inputs



When you finish 
defining your project, 
click on the results tab

The part in brackets tells you 
which pages in your project to 
go back and check to fix the 
problem

If there are any errors caught you 
will not be able to run the 
calculation until they are corrected

Checking inputs



When a project has been 
defined without errors, you 
can run the calculation to see 
the output files

Access output files



Switch between the tabs 
to view additional output 
files

The results document will 
be displayed in the PDF 
viewer and can be 
downloaded

Click here to go back 
and make changes to 
your project

Output files



Careful! This 
button will delete 
a folder and any 
projects in it

Want another folder 
to sort your projects?

Details of total number 
of projects and folders 
you currently have

You can select another folder 
to view from this list 

Managing Folders

Use these buttons to move 
projects between your folders

Rename the current 
folder using this button



Another user can enter 
the unique sharing 
code here to import a 
copy of a project

Click here to share 
a project with 
another user

Sharing Projects

A snapshot is taken of the project 
at that time and saved along with 
a unique code

Remember: a sharing code can 
only be used once and then it 
will expire


